With the increasing demand of technology, existing computer make use of graphics spaciously. Windows based operating system exposed to view the file disk file's directory graphically. Many applications provide graphical user interface , which it makes to easier to understand or interpret e.g. internet download manager shows the status of downloading a file graphically. Advancement of graphics, we can easy to understand that each information after converting it into image. So image is very important but sometimes it tends to be big. This is why image compression is so important. Many image compression algorithms (lossy or lossless) have already been devised adhering to their perspective point of view. In this paper we propose conceptually a new algorithm for image compression for minimizing a number of bits for storing an image into disk.
INTRODUCTION
A digital image is defined as a (pxq) rectangular array of dots, where p is number of rows and q is number of columns. In the technical term, pxq is called the resolution of the image and dots are called pixel (for image) or pels (for audio/video). Basically resolution of image represents number of pixel per unit area (dpi) [2] .The purpose of compression is only reduce the no. of bits which used to store a data in our disk. Now before going detailed survey on image compression here we can distinguish many images on behalf of its pixel intensity value. A Monochromatic image (bi level image).this type of image is simplest type of image because its pixel can have one of two value black and white and represented by one bit only. A Gray scale image can have no. of gray shades [9] . Its pixel can have one of 0 to n-1 value. Each pixel of this type of image is represented by bytes. The group most significant bits of its pixel are most significant bit plane. Due to this it has n bit planes. In a continuous tone image, when a neighborhood pixel (adjacent pixel) is not identical by just one unit of bits then it seems to be difficult for human eyes to distinguish. Basically this type of image have many similar color or represented by one area of colors and RGB [5] color pattern. Example of continuous tone image (natural image) is, taking a photograph through digital camera, scanning a photograph or painting. Basically discrete tone image (A synthetic image (discrete tone image or graphical image) is non natural image [5] (artificial image) but every artificial image is not discrete tone image e.g. Computer generated image look like a continuous image spite of being artificially generated. In this type of image adjacent pixel are similar (identical) or vary significantly and also does not have noise or blurring. Image compression algorithm (lossy algorithm) which applied for continuous tone image often do not handle the sharp edge [9] . Compressing the text is an example of discrete tone image. As result of this, different compression methods to be apply for this type of image to removing the redundancy [4] .example of synthetic image, photograph of artificial object or machine, text etc. There are many image compression algorithms which one applied for different type of image. Basically it's intuitively understandable that each image may have property of redundancy but they are redundant in different manner. In image compression, information can be compression if it is redundant. It has been mentioned several times that data compression amounts to reducing or removing redundancy in the data. With lossy compression [9] , however, we have a new concept, namely compressing by removing irrelevancy. An image can be lossy-compressed by removing irrelevant Information even if the original image does not have any redundancy. The idea of losing image information becomes more delicious when we consider how digital images are created. Here are three examples: (1) A real-life image may be scanned from a photograph or a painting and digitized [4] (converted to pixels).
(2) An image may be recorded by a video camera that creates pixels and stores them directly in memory [5] . (3) An image may be painted on the screen by means of a paint program. In all these cases, some information is lost when the image is digitized. The fact that the viewer is willing to accept this loss suggests that further loss of information might be tolerable if done properly. Digitizing an image involves two steps: sampling and quantization. Sampling an image is the process of dividing the two-dimensional original image into small regions: pixels. Quantization [3] is the process of assigning an integer value to each pixel. Notice that digitizing sound involves the same two steps, with the difference that sound is one-dimensional. Here is a simple process to determine qualitatively the amount of data loss in a compressed image. Given an image A, (1) compress it to B, (2) decompress B to C, and (3) subtract D = C − A. If A was compressed without any loss and decompressed Properly, then C should be identical to A and image D should be uniformly white. The more data was lost in the compression, the farther will D be from uniformly white. Certain compression methods are lossy. They achieve better compression by losing some information. When the compressed stream is decompressed, the result is not identical to the original data stream. Such a method makes sense especially in compressing images, movies, or sounds. If the loss of data is small, we may not be able to tell the difference.
The main objective of this paper is to provide a new image compression algorithm for gray level image or color images.
After this introduction we have given related work in section 2, proposed compression algorithm in section 3, performance analysis in section 4 and finally the conclusion in last section 5.
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RELATED WORK
In this section we present various image compression algorithms. There are several image compression algorithms already implemented for gray level [1] [6] or color images. It is intuitively clear that an image compression algorithm has been developed for particular image can be used for another type of image. A bi-level image [7] compression algorithm can be used for compressing gray level image by taking a gray scale image, separating into bit plane then compressing by bi-level image. Now suppose, for an image with 16 gray scale value then each pixel can be represented by four bit only. As a result image can be separated into four bi-level images. But difficulty arise when suppose 3= and 4= are two adjacent bit (difference of just one) but putting both into different bit planes. It's against the image compression approaches. For utilize any bi level image compression scheme to gray level image compression, binary representation of chronological (consecutive) integers are differentiate by just one bit only. It's called reflected gray code (RGC) scheme. This scheme is simple to implement by following way. For computing or constructing a 4-bit reflected gray code .first we produce 3-bit two set (000 001 011 010) and (100 101 111 110) then appending 0 and 1 alternatively for producing input variables, after that calculate grey code and reflected grey code of that respective input. For elevating (constructing) a grey code , we first generate a logical right shift of that integer then ex-OR with its corresponding integer(binary code).e.g.0010 ex-OR(LRS of 0010) =>0010 ex-OR 0001=>0011. Table 1 shows that how are bits going to change when we displace .bit to through binary code of the first 16 integer [1] [6]. In the above table bits changes between chronological integers are displayed in boldfaces. It is simple to recognize that least significant bit alter significantly while most significant bits are remain identical (sometimes unchanged).this method can be applied to compressing color images, but the color image should first be separated into three color components [7] , and each component compressed individually as a grayscale image. Color images but sometimes its performance would suffer as result.
Table 1
Another next method, Subsampling [9] is perhaps the simplest way to compress an image. One approach to sub sampling is simply to ignore some of the pixels. The encoder [2] may, for example, ignore every other row and every other column of the image, and write the remaining pixels (which constitute 25% of the image) on the compressed stream. The decoder inputs the compressed data and uses each pixel to generate four identical pixels [9] of the reconstructed image. This, of course, involves the loss of much image detail and is rarely acceptable. Notice that the compression ratio is known in advance. A slight improvement is obtained. Quantization [10] as another example of compressing an image, in this scheme image partition into equal size of block of pixel and the encoder has a list of blocks of the same size. Each image lock B is compared to all the blocks of the codebook and is matched with the "closest" one. If B is matched with codebook block C, then the encoder writes a pointer to C on the compressed stream. If the pointer is smaller than the block size, compression is achieved. Image transform, the mathematical concept of a transform is a powerful tool in many areas and can also serve as an approach to image compression. As well as the Fourier transform [9] . An image can be compressed by transforming its pixels (which are correlated) to a representation where they are decorrelated [9] . reconstructs the (precise or approximate) original data by applying the opposite transform [5] . In next section we propose an algorithm for minimizing the constraints of above deal in algorithms.
PROPOSED COMPRESSION ALGO
The main objective is to compress the image with efficiently and after all applying reversed process (decompression algorithm) to get original image which have nearest PSNR ratio with that image. Image A is the original image whereas B is marks as a reconstructed image. We use firstly gray code method to convert a binary image into reflected gray code image. Using this method we divide an image into n (four bit planes for more than 16 bit image) bit planes. If image is color image then cardinally divides it into three RGB bit planes then applying gray code method. It is intuitively clear that gray code method basically remove the correlation between pixels of an image.
Algorithm (M, n)
1. Take a gray scale image M. 2. Separate the bit planes of that gray scale image ( shade image) into n bit plane where n is the number of bits to represent a pixel. 
Compression _Algorithm (Image ( ))
1. An image is divided into nxn block (usually 2x2, 4x4, and 8x8). 2. Assuming that a block is containing n pixel with intensity value to . 3. Calculate the mean and variance of each block. 
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The above discussed algorithm has been implemented in MATLAB-7.0.In this image compression algorithm; we take adi32x32.tif gray scale image, it is intuitively understandable that this image have only 8 bit plane. Figure1, figure2 shows 8 bit plane with gray code method or without gray code method. After applying a gray code method, correlation between pixel of an image from 1 to 8 decrease mean to say spatial redundancy reduce because most significant bit have less pixel correlation and redundancy compare than least significant bit of pixels of image.
Here we take each bit plane image separately and compressed its one by one individually and for reconstructing an image we decompress each bit plane separately using decompression algorithm. Now simulating the above proposed algorithm on matlab tool, gray scale image is divided firstly into 8 bit plane then compressed each bit plane separately. In above depicted diagram following steps are followed.adi32x32.tif image is divided into (where n=1….n-1) bit plane. Gray code method is applied to each bit plane. In the above figure 4 is last bit plane applied image (only one bit plane compression procedure mention here). Table 2   121  114  56  47  37  200  247  255  16  0  12  169  43  5  7  251 Compression algorithm is used for figure 4and figure 5 The rounded value of and is 204 and 17 respectively. Put these value in table 2 the modified table is   Table 3   204  17  17  17  37  204  204  204  17  17  17  204  17  17  17  204 It is intuitively clear that 4x4 block is compressed into 16 bit only. Now again altered block is Table 4 Now respective bit plane is compressed like table 4. This procedure is applied to all bit planes then our original image is compressed.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents an improved compression algorithm for gray scale image to reduce the correlation and spatial redundancy between pixels of an image. Our proposed algorithm is useful to maintain the compression ratio and quality of an image. This algorithm was test on different gray scale images with different sizes. Our future works is update or extend this proposed algorithm for color images. 
